Featuring Anchor Stitchable Felt™

The seven-holes-to-the-inch perforated felt is great for creative cross-stitch projects. Make a cover for a lined note pad and keep it handy at home, work or on your travels.

Supplies

- **ANCHOR Stitchable Felt™ Sheets:**
  1 each 0001 white and 0002 black

- **Stranded Cotton Embroidery Floss:**
  gold variegated, rust

- Large-eye tapestry needle
- Scissors
- Fabric glue
- 5” x 8” lined notepad

**ANCHOR Stitchable Felt™ Sheets:**
Art. ASF001. 9” (23 cm) x 12” (30 cm) sheets with 7 holes per inch are available in 8 colors.
Notebook cover

1. On black Stitchable Felt and following cross stitch chart, stitch tower design, positioning it 5 rows of holes from bottom of sheet and 10 holes from the right edge. Use gold variegated floss for stitching.

2. Layer the black felt over white felt aligning top and bottom edges. Fold in half. Trim right edges next to tower stitching with pinking shears, leaving the white felt ¼” (6 mm) longer than black felt. Trim other right side edges of felt evenly.

3. For notepad, cut a slit through white felt 1” (2.5 cm) from top edge and long enough to fit notebook backing, about 5¼” (13cm) long.

4. Pin felt sheets together and do rust stitching above and below tower.

5. Use fabric glue to adhere edges together.

6. Place the notebook cardboard backing through the slit to complete.
Stitching on Stitchable Felt

Cross Stitch
Each crossed stitch is placed over a square of the perforated felt following chart.
Bring needle out at A, reinsert at B, out at C and in at D; repeat for as many stitches as needed. To work the crossing stitch in the other direction, bring needle out at E and reinsert at B and repeat for all stitches.

Back Stitch
Follow the chart for the direction of the back stitch, bringing needle up at one end of square and down at other side of square. For continuous row of back stitches bring needle out at A, insert needle at B and out again at C. Continue working from right to left.